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ottomans
aba ava cas dia

hex joy lax lee

17 different styles. 3 different heights. And multiple different sizes. Ottomans make the
perfect add on in any environment. The ideal piece for collaborating or relaxing,
ottomans provide the finishing touch to any public space. 



Ultrafabrics Geom

Designed with quality and comfort as high priorities, Flexxform’s
ottoman collections are diverse in their shapes and sizes, but each piece
is made with only the highest quality product. Complimented by the
perfect upholstery, ottomans can become the favorite in a room due to
their versatility, comfort, and movability. 

Design



pad rae rio rue

tri wax zax

leo lux mya noa

All foam components are environmentally friendly and California TB117 compliant

India Tape is utilized in the seams to ensure the Ottomans are kept bedbug-proof (with the use of coated upholstery)

The Ottoman’s frame is constructed of ¾” Canadian plywood

Performance



Ottomans
Designed by Flexxform's Designers

Designtex Interplay | Designtex Hillside

Flexxform’s ottomans have been designed not only by Flexxform designers but
by you. Interior designers, dealership designers and salespeople, architects,
and more have come to Flexxform with a vision, and Flexxform’s in-house
designers have made that vision a reality.

Flexxform designers are all about ensuring Flexxform products are built to
exceed standards and fill needs. With the team made up of a combination of
Portuguese and Canadian backgrounds Flexxform’s design team brings the
European flare with North American quality to every design. 
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Aba (Oval)
Ava (Square & Rectangle)
Cas (Footprint)
Dia (Diamond)
Hex (Hexagon)
Joy (Rectangle Footstool)

Lax (De-escalation)
Lee (Leaf)
Leo (Curved Bench)
Lux (Pentagon)
Mya (Curved Bench)
Noa (Rocking)

Pad (Floor Cushion)
Rae (Curved Bench)
Rio (Round)
Rue (Boomerang) 
Tri (Triangle)
Wax (Moon)
Zax (Trapezoid)
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